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INTRODUCTION
When do children learn the difference between see and see that?
Linguistic markers of Direct Perception vs. Inference

Protracted acquisition of marking of knowledge sources

Reports of direct perception vs. inference can be syntactically marked in English by using perception verbs like see
with different syntactic frames.

Children as young as 3 can differentiate direct perception and inference, but until age 6-7 children struggle with
comprehension of linguistic forms that encode the two different knowledge sources (Ünal & Papafragou, 2018), e.g.:
§ Evidential morphology in Turkish (Ünal & Papafragou, 2016)

§ see + small clause è Direct Perception

§ Copy-raising constructions in English (Winans et al., 2015)

Ø John saw Mary leave. True only if John directly witnessed Mary’s departure.

§ see + sentential complement è Inference or Direct Perception

Ø If children understand that different complements of see can encode different kinds of
perceptual experience, they should accept see that for reporting visually-based inference.

Ø John saw that Mary left. True if John only saw evidence of Mary’s departure (e.g. her coat was gone), or if he
actually witnessed the event.

EXPERIMENT 1: Do children recognize that see and see that can report different kinds of perception?
RESULTS

METHODS

Participants

Younger children had difficulty attributing Inference sentences to character who only saw evidence

§ 36 children (18 males), ages 4;0-9;1 (M = 6;5)
§ 6 adults

Mean Proportion of Correct Responses

Design
§ Judgments about two target sentence types (within-subjects):
§ Direct Perception: I saw Fido eat the cookies.
§ Inference: I saw that Fido had eaten the cookies.
§ Participants heard both sentence types, but were only asked about one per trial.

Materials & Procedure
§ Eight stories presented via pictures/animation with pre-recorded narration.
Sample story: Eat cookies
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§ 7-9-year-olds (n = 13, M = 8;4) did equally well on
Direct Perception and Inference sentences (β = 0.43, SE = 0.94, p > 0.05); like adults, they were at
ceiling for both.
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§ 4-6-year-olds (n = 23, M = 5;5) did significantly
better on Direct Perception sentences than on
Inference sentences (β = 2.03, SE = 0.45, p < 0.05).
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§ Age predicted children’s performance on
Inference sentences (β = 0.77, SE = 0.24, p < 0.05)
but not on Direct Perception sentences (β = 0.49, SE =
0.37, p > 0.05) in logistic mixed-effects models.

*
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Adults

7−9 YOs

Direct Perception

Inference

4−6 YOs

§ Adults and children were at ceiling for all control
sentences (mean correct ≥ 95%); participants could
keep track of characters and events in the stories.

Age predicted joint score on Direct Perception and Inference sentences
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Direct Perception character
witnesses critical event

Inferring character sees evidence
of critical event

§ Control sentences:
§ Character Identification: I’m wearing a pink skirt.
§ Memory Check: I came into the kitchen and found an empty plate.
§ Order of stories & sentences was counterbalanced across 2 versions of the task.

View a sample trial
here: bit.ly/2E0ey0j

4-6 YOs
Proportion Correct: Direct Perception
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Who said
“I saw Fido eat the
cookies”?
OR
Who said
“I saw that Fido had
eaten the cookies”?

“I saw Fido eat the cookies.”
“I saw that Fido had eaten the cookies.”

*

§ Joint score indicates whether children
interpreted see and see that differently.
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§ Each child’s performance categorized as
above or at/below chance (0.5) for Direct
Perception and Inference sentences.
§ Younger children were significantly
more likely to be above chance for Direct
Perception sentences but at/below
chance for Inference sentences (β = -0.97,
SE = 0.4, p < 0.05).
§ Older children were more likely to be
above chance on both Direct Perception
and Inference sentences.
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EXPERIMENT 2: Will younger children accept see that for inference in a simpler task?
METHODS
Rationale
§ Would 4-6-year-olds do better simply deciding when see that is right or wrong instead of picking the “best” answer?
§ Reduce competition between direct perception and inference interpretations by depicting only one type of
perception per trial

Participants
§ 23 children (7 males), ages 4;2-6;10 (M = 5;6)
§ 14 adults

§ Prediction: If participants understand the
difference between see and see that, they
should judge see as “right” when Mary saw
the event and see that as “right” when she
saw the event or evidence, and as “wrong”
otherwise.
§ Hierarchical clustering analysis of proportion
of correct (predicted) responses in See
Evidence condition.

Design
§ Participants made truth-value judgments about two target sentence types (within-subjects) in every trial:
§ Direct Perception: I saw someone peel the banana.
§ Inference: I saw that someone peeled the banana.

RESULTS
Predicted Responses
Direct Perception
Inference

I saw someone peel the banana.

I saw that someone peeled the banana.

Right

Right

See Evidence

Wrong

Right

Doesn’t See

Wrong

Wrong

See Event

4-6-year-olds did not show understanding of see that for reporting inferences about events
§ Participant responses fit 4 significantly different patterns:
§ Predicted: distinguished see and see that in See Evidence condition, matching predicted adult-like responses.

Materials & Procedure

§ See that ≠ Inference: judged see that as “wrong” in See Evidence condition.

§ 18 unique events in which an actor causes a visible change of state to an object (e.g. peeling a banana).
§ 3 visual access conditions (6 trials each) based on when an observer, Mary, wears a blindfold during event.

§ Realist: judged all see sentences as “right,” even when incorrect because Mary did not see event or evidence (but
were at ceiling on controls); said Mary was right because “I saw it” or because the event happened.

See Event:
Mary watches entire event

See Evidence: Mary sees object beforehand and
evidence of event afterwards, but not event itself

§ Uncertain About Evidence: at chance in See Evidence condition, above chance in See Event and Doesn’t See.
§ Children’s age did not predict their response patterns, suggesting a qualitative shift in comprehension of see
around age 7.
Direct Perception
Inference
Predicted

Doesn’t See: Mary sees object before event, but
not the event or any evidence

View sample trials
here: bit.ly/3jiJ6ur

§ Controls (1 per trial) described objects from events; could be true or false.
§ Order of events, sentences was randomized and counterbalanced across 3 versions of the task.

Mean Proportion Correct
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See that ≠ Inference

Adult = 12 Child = 1

Adult = 1 Child = 7

Realist

Adult = 0 Child = 12

Uncertain About Evidence
Adult = 1 Child = 3
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See Event

See Evidence

Doesn't See

See Event

See Evidence

CONCLUSIONS
Acquisition of full semantic and syntactic knowledge is protracted even for early-produced verbs like see.
§ 4-6-year-olds do not appear to understand use of see + sentential complement to report inference, even in optimized contextual and pragmatic conditions.
§ Although children produce see in these frames by age 4 (Davis & Landau, under review), they do not appear to have full comprehension until several years later.

Doesn't See

See Event

See Evidence

Doesn't See

See Event

See Evidence

Doesn't See

Visual Access Condition

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
§ Will children under 7 accept see that to describe
their own inferences, instead of someone else’s?
§ Ask children about their own perceptions, e.g.
“Did you see that someone peeled the banana?”

§ Around age 7, children begin to make adult-like distinctions between frames, and understand that see + sentential complement can report visually-based inference.

Why might younger children fail?
§ Syntax & Semantics: They do not understand that different complements correspond to different meanings; may believe see refers only to direct perception, not inference.
§ Pragmatics: Younger children do not use contrast of frames and other pragmatic cues in comprehension.
§ Only judge truth of complement (what happened) and/or have difficulty identifying when someone’s perception of an event is relevant in context.

§ Source monitoring: Younger children may have difficulty reasoning about the experiences of others and integrating that with their linguistic knowledge.
Ø Adult-like knowledge of see involves mapping an understanding of mental representations, source monitoring, and pragmatics to different syntactic structures.
§ Shift around age 7 reflects a change in children’s cognitive ability to synthesize linguistic and conceptual information about perception and knowledge.
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